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Abstract We conduct an experimental test of a screening model of an insurance

market with asymmetric information. We first conduct three sessions in which the

proportion of high risk buyers is such that a separating equilibrium should exist. We

then conduct three more sessions in which the only change we make is decreasing

the proportion of high risks such that the equilibrium is now a pooling equilibrium.

In both treatments, the observed behavior converges to the equilibrium prediction.

Keywords Screening equilibrium � Experiments

JEL Classifications C92 � D81

1 Introduction

In their classic paper, Rothschild and Stiglitz (1976) analyze a competitive

insurance market under asymmetric information with two policyholder risk types, or

probabilities of having a fixed loss amount. Their model is a screening model where

uninformed insurers move first offering a menu of contracts, defined as price-

quantity pairs, to informed policyholders. They conclude that the only Nash

equilibrium in this setting is a separating equilibrium, and that this equilibrium

exists only if the proportion of high risk policyholders is sufficiently large. In this

equilibrium the price-quantity pairs allow insurers to deduce policyholder risk types

by their contract choices.
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Rothschild and Stiglitz (1976) has inspired a tremendous amount of additional

research. This subsequent research is noteworthy in terms of the wide variety of

fields to which the theoretical model has been applied.1 A less substantial body of

empirical work has attempted to test the predictions of the Rothschild-Stiglitz (R-S)

screening model.2 A major impediment to this empirical work is the inherent

unobservability of customer types. This problem can be overcome with the

experimental approach which allows us to control for the risk types of the customers.

In this paper, we conduct an experimental test of a parameterized version of the R-

S screening model with asymmetric information. Our focus is on the strategic

behavior of firms that offer menus of contracts to screen customers by risk type.

Although a number of experiments have tested separating versus pooling equilibria

in signaling models (e.g., Miller and Plott 1985; Cadsby et al. 1990), to our

knowledge there are only three other experimental tests of screening models: Shapira

and Venezia (1999), Berg et al. (1987, Unpublished) and Kübler et al. (2005). In a

signaling model, the informed party makes the first move, while in a screening model

the uninformed party makes the first move. This difference in sequencing can have an

important impact on the resulting equilibria. As Stiglitz and Weiss (1983) point out,

when the informed parties move first, multiple equilibria may exist, while in the case

where the uninformed move first, multiple equilibria cannot exist.

Shapira and Venezia (1999) frame their experiment in an insurance setting. They

look at the pricing strategies of insurance sellers facing simulated buyers with

private information about their risk type (high or low risk). Two insurance contracts

are available, one with and the other without a deductible. They are unable to find

support for the hypothesis that sellers will screen buyers with respect to their risk

types. In our experiment, we find strong support for a separating equilibrium where

sellers screen buyers with respect to risk type. A major difference between their

experiment and our experiment is that their experiment did not allow the subjects to

learn because each session involved only one round.3 In contrast, the subjects in our

experiment played the same game for 30 rounds. It is also somewhat difficult to

assess the significance of their findings because some of their sessions did not link

the compensation of subjects to their decisions.

Berg et al. (1987, Unpublished) focus on discriminating between the Rothschild

and Stiglitz (1976), Wilson (1977) and Riley (1979) screening models.4 Their

experiment involves two treatments. In their first treatment, the proportion of high

risks is sufficiently high so that all three models predict the same separating

1 See, for example, Stiglitz and Weiss (1981), Brueckner (1992) and Rubinfeld and Schotchmer (1993).

Examples of extensions of the model include Crocker and Snow (1985, 1986), Hoy (1982), Doherty and

Posey (1998) and Cooper and Hayes (1987).
2 Several studies have tested for the existence of adverse selection in insurance markets (in auto

insurance, Dahbly 1983; D’Arcy and Doherty, 1990 and Puelz and Snow, 1994; in medical and life

insurance, Browne 1992 and Browne and Doerpinghaus 1994). The results of these tests have been mixed.
3 Although some sessions included up to four rounds, additional information was provided to the subjects

between each round in these sessions, so the rounds differed from each other.
4 Wilson (1977) and Riley (1979) develop alternative equilibrium concepts to be applied to the same type

of problem studied by Rothschild and Stiglitz. The main distinction between the Nash equilibrium

concept and those of Wilson and Riley is that the latter two require some form of sustainable profitability

of contracts as a condition for breaking a potential equilibrium.
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equilibrium. In their second treatment, the proportion of high risks is low enough

such that the three models differ in their predictions. Berg et al. (1987,

Unpublished) were unable to find support for any of the three models in this

second treatment. We are not attempting to distinguish between these three models,

but are focusing on the Nash equilibrium concept instead. Another difference is that,

to make the procedure more tractable for the subjects in the role of buyers, Berg

et al. (1987, Unpublished) limited the choice of sellers to four contracts (price-

quantity pairs). This very strong restriction is necessary because of the complexity

of the model. In our experiment, we allow sellers to offer one or both of two

quantities of insurance, full coverage or partial coverage, and effectively allow them

to choose any price above zero up in increments of one decimal point. To make the

procedure more tractable for participants in our experiment, the buying decisions

are made by a computer and we focus on the behavior of sellers and whether they

indeed attempt to screen buyers by risk type in an environment where sellers have

many contract options.

The experimental paper by Kübler et al. (2005) compares two versions of

Spence’s education game, signaling and screening, to test how outcomes are

affected by the order of moves. They find significantly more separating behavior

with signaling than with screening. They also test the impact of competition and find

that increasing the number of employers leads to higher wages in the signaling game

but not in the screening game.

In this paper, we develop a parameterized example of the R-S screening model

and utilize these parameters to design our experimental sessions. The key

parameter in our experiment is the proportion of high risks. In our experimental

setting, the unique Nash equilibrium outcome is a separating equilibrium when the

proportion of high risks is sufficiently high. When the proportion of high risks is

too low, a separating equilibrium cannot be sustained, and due to restrictions on

the number of coverage options that firms can offer in our experimental setting,

the unique Nash equilibrium is a pooling equilibrium.5 Our results provide striking

evidence for screening behavior by sellers. We first conduct three sessions of our

experiment in which the proportion of high risks is such that a separating

equilibrium should exist. Not only are sellers in our experiment able to screen

high risk and low risk buyers, but they also price both full coverage and partial

coverage contracts at their equilibrium levels. We then conduct three additional

sessions where we decrease the proportion of high risks sufficiently to generate a

predicted pooling equilibrium. Once again, the observed behavior converges to the

equilibrium prediction, although at a slower rate than it did in the three separating

equilibrium sessions.

The next section presents both a theoretical and parameterized version of a

screening model of an insurance market. The parameters are utilized in our

experiment. Section 3 describes the design of the experiment. Experimental

procedures are provided in Sect. 4. Section 5 reports the results of the experiment.

Section 6 offers concluding remarks.

5 Without these quantity restrictions, no equilibrium would exist, as is the case with R-S.
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2 Screening model of an insurance market

Rothschild and Stiglitz (1976) develop a model of a competitive insurance market

with asymmetric information. All potential policyholders are endowed with initial

wealth W and each faces two possible states of nature, the loss state, with a

reduction in wealth to W–X, and the no loss state where wealth remains at W.

They assume two types of potential policyholders (or customers), high risk and

low risk. The probability of the loss state is pL for low risks and pH for high risks,

with pL\ pH. The corresponding probability of the no loss state for type i is 1–
pi, i = L,H. The proportion of high risk individuals in the market is k and 1–k is

the proportion of low risk individuals. All parties know W, k, pL, pH, X and the

utility function of potential policyholders U(A) defined over wealth. But each

customer’s probability of a loss is private information to that customer and the

insurers know only the proportion of high and low risks, not which customers are

which risk type. Potential policyholders are expected utility maximizers and it is

assumed that U0 [ 0 and U00 \ 0.

The insurance premium paid in all states of nature is a and I is the payment made

to the insured in the loss state. Therefore, an insurance contract can be defined as a

pair (a, I). A Nash equilibrium is defined as a set of contracts such that, when each

customer chooses a contract to maximize his or her expected utility, no equilibrium

contract yields negative profits and no insurer has an incentive to offer contracts

outside the equilibrium set. This equilibrium is a screening equilibrium which

induces individuals of each risk type to buy the policy or contract designed for them

and, consequently, to reveal their information. Let (ai, Ii) represent a contract

intended for a type i individual, i = L,H. Rothschild and Stiglitz (1976) show that

for sufficiently large k, there exists a separating equilibrium which is characterized

by the following:

(a) the low and high risk policies each yield non-negative profits,

aH � pHIH � 0 ð1Þ

and aL � pLIL � 0; ð2Þ
(b) high risks have no incentive to choose the low risk policy,

ð1� pHÞUðW � aHÞ þ pHUðW � X � aH þ IHÞ
� ð1� pHÞUðW � aLÞ � pHUðW � X � aL þ ILÞ� 0;

ð3Þ

(c) low risks receive the highest expected utility possible given that (1)–(3) are

satisfied. Therefore, the separating Nash equilibrium can be derived by

maximizing the expected utility of low risks

ð1� pLÞUðW � aLÞ þ pLUðW � X � aL þ ILÞ ð4Þ
subject to conditions (1)–(3).
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If there is a sufficiently low percentage of high risks, the above described

separating equilibrium can be broken by a pooling contract, since the pooling

premium would be low enough to attract the low risks away from their separating

contract.

Figure 1 depicts the separating Nash equilibrium outcome for the R-S model. E is

the initial endowment; wealth in the loss state is shifted from W to W–X. The line

labeled pH is the zero-profit line for high risk policies and has slope –(1–pH)/pH; the
line labeled pL is the zero-profit line for low risk policies having slope –(1–pL)/pL.
The pooled price line, labeled p*, gives the zero-profit policies for an average risk

having a probability of loss of p* = (1–k) pL + k pH. The Nash equilibrium contract

for high risks is the full insurance contract labeled H. The equilibrium contract for

low risks, L, gives high risks the same level of expected utility as H, as can be seen

by the fact that the indifference curve CH passes through both H and L.6

Note that the indifference curve for risk type i is tangent to the zero profit line pi
at the full insurance line. Since pH[ pL, the slope of a high risk indifference curve

through any point is flatter than the slope of a low risk indifference curve through

the same point. The separating Nash equilibrium is unique and exists if and only if

the indifference curve for a low risk through L, CL, does not cross the pooled price

line p* as is the case in Fig. 1. Now consider Fig. 2 where the proportion of high

risks is sufficiently low such that the pooled price line p* crosses CL. Then an

insurer can offer a contract in the region between CL and the pooled price line and

that contract will attract both risk types away from the separating contracts and earn

positive profits (because the contract is to the southwest of the pooled price line). In

p*

pH

CH
L

CLE

Wealth in 
Loss State

Wealth in No 
Loss State 

45% Line = IH

IL

pL

H

W

W-X 

Fig. 1 Proportion of high risks large enough for a separating equilibrium to exist

6 The line IL, which appears in both Figs. 1 and 2, pertains to our experimental version of the model and

will be discussed below.
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this case, no equilibrium exists for the following reason. Competition will drive the

pooling contract to the zero-profit full insurance pooling contract F in Fig. 2. But

such a pooling equilibrium cannot be sustained in the R-S model because at that

contract, the low risk indifference curve is steeper than the pooled price line while

the high risk indifference curve is flatter. Therefore, a contract can be offered from

the region between C0
L and the pooled price line which will attract only low risks

away from the pooling contract F, making positive profits and causing F to make

negative profits. Therefore, the proportion k of high risks in the market (which

determines p*) is crucial to the question of whether the separating Nash equilibrium

or any Nash equilibrium exists. If k is sufficiently small, then no equilibrium will

exist.

In order to perform experiments to test for screening behavior by firms, we use a

parameterized version of the R-S setup. It is assumed that consumers have

exponential utility functions, U(Y) = –e–rY, with an Arrow-Pratt measure of

absolute risk aversion r = (ln 4)/3 and a loss amount of X = 19.5. The probabilities

of loss for the two types are pH = 1/5, pL = 1/15. Note that with exponential utility

functions, initial wealth has no impact on the outcome. Below we consider two

cases with respect to the proportion of high risk individuals in the market, k = 1/2

and k = 1/4.

For k sufficiently large and with a continuum of price and quantity choices, the

separating Nash equilibrium outcome for our parameterized version can be derived

as follows. Since high risks obtain full insurance at their actuarially fair rate, their

equilibrium contract is (aH, IH) = (pH X, X) = (3.9, 19.5). In deriving the low risk

equilibrium contract, two things must be considered. First, the low risk contract is

actuarially fair, so that (aL, IL) = (pL IL, IL) = (1/5IL, IL). Second, high risks are

indifferent between the two contracts. Therefore, setting condition (3) as an

pL

p*

pH
CH

C’L

E

Wealth in 
Loss State

Wealth in No 
Loss State

45% Line = IH

IL

H

F
CL

C’H

W

W-X 

Fig. 2 Proportion of high risks too small for a separating equilibrium to exist
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equality, substituting aH = 3.9, IH = 19.5, pH = 1/5, pL = 1/15, X = 19.5, U(Y) = –

e–rY, r = (ln4)/3 and aL = 1/5 IL, and solving for IL leads to a low risk equilibrium

contract of (aL, IL) = (.9, 13.5).

In order to make the experimental procedure tractable for subjects, the coverage

options of the insurers are restricted to the two coverage levels, full and partial

coverage, which are the separating equilibrium levels. These coverage restrictions

are depicted in Figs. 1 and 2 as the lines IH and IL. IH is the full insurance line;

anywhere along this line, the policyholder’s wealth is the same with or without a

loss, and the price of the coverage determines where along this line a particular full

insurance contract lies. The line IL is the partial coverage line, representing all

contracts where the quantity is restricted to be at the level obtained under the low

risk separating Nash outcome L. Again, the price determines where along this line

the contract falls, with prices decreasing in a northeasterly direction.

Next, we consider the impact of these coverage restrictions on the Nash

equilibrium outcome. As Fig. 1 indicates, when the proportion of high risks is

sufficiently high that the pooled price line does not cross the indifference curve CL,

the separating Nash equilibrium outcome of R-S continues to be the unique

equilibrium outcome. On the other hand, as depicted in Fig. 2, when the proportion

of high risks is sufficiently low that the pooled price line crosses CL, the coverage

restrictions alter the equilibrium outcome. Under both our experimental model and

the R-S model the separating outcome cannot be the equilibrium since it can be

broken by a contract between CL and the pooled price line p*. However, unlike R-S,
the pooling contract F in our setting can be sustained as an equilibrium outcome.

The reason is that the contracts that prevent the pooling contract F from being an

equilibrium outcome in R-S, i.e., the contracts between C0
L and p*, are no longer

available in our experimental setting.

In the parameterized model with quantity constraints, the exponential utility

function implies the additional amount a consumer of a given risk type is willing to

pay for full coverage over partial coverage is fixed rather than varying as prices

vary. This is due to constant absolute risk aversion. High risks are willing to pay up

to 3 units more for full coverage over partial coverage since 3.9 and .9 are the

equilibrium premiums levels for full and partial coverage, respectively, and these

contracts are designed to leave high risks indifferent. Low risks are willing to pay up

to 1.5 units more for full coverage over partial coverage.7 When k = 1/2, the

outcome will be the separating equilibrium, (aH, IH) = (3.9, 19.5) and (aL, IL) = (.9,

13.5). The only contract which could potentially break the equilibrium, the full

coverage pooling contract, would have a zero expected profit premium of (k pH +

(1–k)pL) 19.5 = (2/15)19.5 = 2.6. This would require an additional payment of 1.7

for low risks over the partial coverage premium of .9, which is more than what they

are willing to pay.

7 This can be determined by finding the amount, p, that low risks will pay for full insurance which will

leave them indifferent to the low risk separating Nash equilibrium contract (.9, 13.5): U(W–p) = (1– pL)
U(W–.9) + pL U(W–.9 –19.5 + 13.5) where W is the initial wealth. Given the parameters of our model,

this becomes er p = (1– pL) e
r(.9) + pL e

r(6.9), which implies 4(p – .9)/3 = (14/15) + (1/15) 46/3 (since er =

41/ 3), hence p = 2.4. Therefore, a low risk will pay up to 2.4 – .9 = 1.5 more for full coverage over partial

coverage.
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When k = 1/4, the Nash equilibrium with this restriction is a pooling equilibrium

where both risk types purchase full coverage at the zero-profit pooling premium of

(k pH + (1–k)pL)19.5 = (1/10)19.5 = 1.95. Therefore, the Nash equilibrium

consists of a single contract (1.95, 19.5). To see why this pooling equilibrium

survives in our parameterized version, note that firms need to offer partial coverage

at a premium of 1.95 – 1.5 = .45 in order to attract low risks away from the pooling

contract. But this would yield negative profits since the zero profit premium for the

partial coverage contract for low risks is .9. Also note that the separating outcome

cannot be an equilibrium when k = 1/4 because the low risks would rather pay 1.95

for full coverage than .9 for partial coverage.

The purpose of our experiment is to test if sellers in this parameterized screening

model would separate when k = 2 and pool when k = 1/4. In addition, the

experiment will test whether sellers would offer the contracts at their equilibrium

prices.

3 The experimental design

We conducted six experimental sessions. The first three sessions involved 60

simulated high cost and 60 simulated low cost buyers (k = 1/2) with separating

equilibrium as the predicted outcome. High (low) cost buyers correspond to high

(low) risk policyholders in the R-S model. We will refer to these sessions as the

separating treatment sessions. The last three sessions involved 30 simulated high

cost and 90 simulated low cost buyers (k = 1/4with pooling as the predicted

outcome. These sessions will be referred to as the pooling treatment sessions.
All 6 sessions of our experiment were divided into 35 identical trading periods.

Given the lengthy nature of our instructions, we designated the first 5 rounds as

practice rounds to give the subjects a chance to fully understand the game. In the

following 30 rounds, the subjects played the same game for cash.

Each session involved a different set of 18 sellers, who sat at visually isolated

terminals. Each seller had two types of services to sell: Service A and Service B. In

each round, a seller was matched with two other sellers in the room. Thus, there

were 6 groups of sellers in each round. Each seller was matched randomly with two

different sellers in each of the 35 rounds. The three sellers in each group competed

with each other to sell to a set of buyers. The identities of the sellers, including their

assigned identification numbers, were kept anonymous so as to prevent sellers from

building reputations during the experiment. This procedure was employed in order

to capture the one-shot nature of the theoretical model.

Each trading period consisted of the following steps. First, each seller chose

which service, A or B or both, to offer and posted a unit price for these services.

Service A represents full coverage (19.5) and Service B represents partial coverage

(13.5) from the parameterized R-S model of the previous section. Then a buying

sequence started, with buyers purchasing according to a myopic optimizing

algorithm explained below. After all the decisions were made, each seller was

informed of the sale price for each service, the number of units s/he sold of each

service, which buyer type(s) purchased which of his/her service(s), and his/her
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earnings for the round. This feedback pertained to the group of three sellers to which

the seller belonged.

A seller’s point earnings from the sale of each unit equaled the sale price minus

cost for that unit. Following the parameterized version of the R-S model, the cost of

selling a unit of Service A to a High Cost buyer was set at 3.9 points (the probability

of a loss times the coverage level, 1/5 · 19.5) while the cost of selling a unit of

Service A to a Low Cost buyer was set at 1.3 points (1/15 · 19.5). Similarly, the

cost of selling a unit of Service B to a High Cost buyer was set at 2.7 points (1/

5 · 13.5) while the cost of selling a unit of Service B to a Low Cost buyer was set

at 0.9 points (1/15 · 13.5).

Unlike the sellers’ decisions, the buyers’ decisions did not involve any strategic

considerations. Given the purely mechanical nature of the buyers’ decisions in our

setup, and to better focus on the sellers’ actions, we simplified the experiment by

automating the buyers’ choices.8 Sellers were informed that the computer would

make the choices for the buyers according to the following rules:

(i) Each buyer will purchase at most one unit of either Service A or B. As a first

rule, each buyer compares the prices of the three sellers for the two services

and identifies the seller that offers the lowest price for Service A and the seller

that offers the lowest price for Service B.

(ii) Then, the two buyer types use the following rules in their purchases:

High Cost Buyers: They will never pay more than 16 points for Service A and

more than 13 points for Service B. They are willing to pay up to 3 points more for

Service A than Service B. That is, if the lowest price for Service A does not exceed

the lowest price for Service B by more than 3 points, they will purchase Service A

(from the seller that offered the lowest price for Service A). Otherwise, they will

purchase Service B from the seller that offered the lowest price for Service B,

provided the price is less than 13 points.

Low Cost Buyers: They will never pay more than 13.7 points for Service A and

more than 12.2 points for Service B. They are willing to pay up to 1.5 points more

for Service A than Service B. That is, if the lowest price for Service A does not

exceed the lowest price for Service B by more than 1.5 points, they will purchase

Service A (from the seller that offered the lowest price for Service A). Otherwise,

they will purchase Service B from the seller that offered the lowest price for Service

B, provided the price is less than 12.2 points.

A seller’s earnings in a round were determined by how many units of Service A

and B s/he sold and to which type of buyers in that round. As a result, each seller’s

earnings in a round depended on his/her price choices and the price choices of the

two sellers that s/he was matched with in that round. If it turned out that there was a

tie for the lowest price between two or all three sellers for a service that buyers of

8 Buyer behavior is often simulated in posted-offer type experiments in order to focus on seller decisions.

Examples include Alger (1987), Davis and Holt (1996), Davis and Williams (1991) and Kruse et al.

(1994). Stiglitz and Weiss (1983) note that, as opposed to signaling models, in screening models ‘‘only

firms are active players....[and] in the insurance market studied by Rothschild-Stiglitz (1976), it is

plausible to think of individuals as passively choosing from a set of insurance policies.’’ (Pg. 247)
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either type decided to buy, then these buyers were shared equally among the sellers

that charged the lowest price.

For k = 1/2, the equilibrium prediction with a continuum of price choices is that

both services would be offered at their zero-profit prices, Service A at 3.9 and

Service B at 0.9. However, given the practical impossibility of allowing sellers an

unlimited number of decimal places for their price choices, sellers were restricted to

choose prices in increments of one decimal. As a by product of these discrete

pricing options, and since sellers are indifferent between earning zero profits and not

selling, price combinations of 4 for Service A and 1 for Service B, and 3.9 for

Service A and 1 for Service B are also Nash equilibrium outcomes with high cost

buyers purchasing A and low cost buyers purchasing B.9 To see this, consider the

case where all three insurers charge 4 for Service A and 1 for Service B and,

consequently, each insurer obtains 20 buyers of each type. This yields a profit of 0.1

from each high and each low cost buyer. If an insurer deviates and offers Service A

(Service B) at 3.9 (0.9), it would attract all 60 high (low) cost buyers but make zero

profits from each of them. A similar argument explains why no insurer would have

an incentive to deviate and offer Service B at 0.9 when all insurers are charging 3.9

for Service A and 1 for Service B.

We next consider why none of these separating equilibria can be broken by a

pooling contract. In order to break any of these three separating outcomes with a

pooling contract where both types buy Service A, an insurer needs to offer Service

A at no more than 1.5 above the current price for Service B to attract low cost

buyers. This would yield a price for Service A of 2.5 if B is currently priced at 1, or

2.4 if B is currently priced at 0.9. Since the zero profit pooling price is 2.6, neither of

these potential deviations would yield nonnegative profits. Finally, we need to show

that a pooling contract cannot be an equilibrium when k = 1/2 and price choices are

limited to a single decimal place. If a pooling contract is offered by all insurers, only

prices of 2.6 and 2.7 would survive competition. In the case of 2.7, each insurer

would earn profits of 4 (= 40 · 0.1). An insurer could deviate and offer Service B

at 1.1, attract all 60 low cost buyers and obtain profits of 12 (= 60 · 0.2).

Similarly, in the case of 2.6, each insurer would earn zero profits and could deviate

and offer Service B at a price of 1 and earn profits of 6 (= 60 · 0.1).

For k = 1/4, the equilibrium prediction for a continuum of pricing options is for

Service A to be sold at 1.95 and Service B not to be sold at all. However, with prices

restricted to a single decimal place, 1.95 is not available to sellers, making 2.0 the

unique pooling equilibrium price for Service A. To see why no separating contract

can break the pooling equilibrium with Service A sold at 2.0, note that an insurer

must price Service B at 0.4 or less to attract low cost buyers away from the pooling

contract. Since the cost of Service B for low cost buyers is 0.9, this would yield

negative profits. Finally, we need to show that a separating outcome cannot be an

equilibrium when k = 1/4 and price choices are limited to a single decimal place. If a

separating equilibrium exists, competition would force it to be one of the following

9 Note that price combination 4.0 and 0.9 is not a Nash equilibrium because the difference between the

two exceeds 3, in which case the high cost as well as low cost buyers would prefer the partial insurance

contract.
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three price combinations for Service A and Service B, respectively: (4,1), (3.9,1) and

(3.9,.9). Furthermore, recall that a pooling contract can break a potential separating

equilibrium if Service A is offered at a price low enough to attract low cost buyers

away from Service B. In this setting, this occurs when the price of Service A is no

more than 1.5 above the current price of Service B. This means that a pooling

contract with a price of 2.5 will be preferred by all buyers to either (4, 1) or (3.9, 1).

Furthermore, a firm that offers such a pooling contract will earn profits of 66

(=(2.5 – 1.95) · 120) which exceed the profits from separating outcome (4,1),

0.1 · 40 = 4, and the profits from separating outcome (3,9,1), 0.1 · 20 = 2.

Similarly, a pooling contract with a price of 2.4 for Service A will be preferred by all

buyers to (3.9, .9) and a firm that offers such a contract will earn profits of 54

(=(2.4 – 1.95) · 120) which exceeds the zero profits from the separating outcome

(3.9, .9).

4 Experimental procedures10

All six sessions were conducted in June 1998 at the Pennsylvania State University.

Each treatment used 54 subjects, 18 in each of three sessions, who had signed up in

response to fliers posted around campus. The fliers indicated that the average

earnings for participants would be $23 for a session lasting less than 2 h. Each

subject participated in one session only. Subjects were seated in front of computer

terminals, read aloud a set of instructions and given an opportunity to ask questions.

We then conducted the 5 practice rounds in which earnings were hypothetical, and

at the end of each practice round we gave subjects another opportunity to ask

questions. No communication between subjects was permitted during any of the

sessions.

Given the nature of the game subjects played, it was very difficult for us to

predict the point earnings for the subjects. A subject’s potential earnings could be as

high as 1420 points in the separating treatment sessions (selling A at 16 to high costs

and B at 13 to low costs) while among the theoretical predictions was 0 points.

Subjects could lose points as well if they priced below cost. Such extreme earnings

predictions associated with each treatment made it difficult to assign a proper

exchange rate for their point earnings. To make sure the average participant would

earn a reasonable amount, we decided to calculate the exchange rate at the end of

each session such that the average earnings in that session would be $20 per subject.

The instructions informed the participants that their point earnings from rounds 6

through 35 would be multiplied by an exchange rate of [$20/the average point

earnings per participant]. It is important to note that this payoff structure does

provide the subjects with monetary incentives to maximize their points earnings.

The higher a subject’s point earnings were, the greater his/her dollar earnings would

be. In fact, there was considerable variation across subjects’ earnings. They ranged

from $3 to $59.75 in the separating sessions, and from $3 to $101.75 in the pooling

10 Instructions are available from the authors upon request.
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sessions. We also paid each subject an additional $3 for participating in the

experiment.11 The sessions averaged 110 minutes.

Sellers chose prices by entering a number in increments of one decimal between

0 and 16 for Service A and between 0 and 13 for Service B.12 They were told that if

they choose not to offer a particular service, then they could type ‘‘x’’ rather than a

price in the corresponding space.13 After all three sellers in each group posted their

prices, the computer made the purchasing decisions for each type of buyer group

according to the rules described earlier, and informed each seller of the sale price for

each service, the number of units that the seller sold of each service to each buyer

type, and his/her earnings for the round.

Note that sellers were permitted to choose prices below cost. It is also possible

that a seller could offer a price for a service with the expectation that it would be

purchased by only low cost buyers, but instead high cost buyers would purchase it

and cause the seller to suffer a loss. Therefore, it was possible for a seller to have

negative earnings in any round.

5 Experimental results14

The results of the separating treatment sessions, Sessions S1, S2 and S3, are

summarized in Fig. 3. This figure displays the average posted price by sellers and

the average transaction price for each service in each round of sessions 1–3. Table 1

reports the frequency of the equilibrium play: the proportion of seller trios (markets)

in which the transaction prices of the two services were an equilibrium combination

(any of the three equilibrium price combinations).

In spite of the complicated nature of the experiment, our results from the

separating sessions are quite clear. Although less than half of the transaction prices

were equilibrium prices in the first 5 rounds, the prices converged to an equilibrium

quickly. In the last ten rounds, all the transaction prices in each session were

equilibrium prices, except for round 27 in session S1 and rounds 26 and 27 in

session S3. In the last three rounds of each session, every transaction took place at

equilibrium prices.15 Such a sharp outcome in a relatively complicated experiment

illustrates the power of competition. Even if some sellers had been slow to

11 After calculating earnings according to the preceding formula, we did not require those subjects with

negative earnings to pay us (i.e., they earned $3). 19 out of 108 subjects would have had negative earnings

but the money losing strategies were played in the early rounds of the sessions. Of the 1080 price pairings

posted by the subjects in the last 10 rounds of our sessions, only 7 price pairings led to negative earnings.
12 Since no buyer is willing to pay more than 16 for Service A and more than 13 for Service B, the upper

limit on prices does not affect the equilibrium predictions.
13 If a seller did not enter a price within 60 s of receiving the prompt, his/her prices for that round would

be submitted as blank and s/he would not sell any units in that round (this did not occur in any of the

sessions).
14 We exclude the data from the practice round from all calculations in this section. A complete set of the

data is available from either author upon request.
15 Almost all of the equilibrium transactions took place at a price of 4 for Service A and a price of 1 for

Service B.
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understand the game or resisted playing the equilibrium strategy initially, the

feedback that they received about the selling prices at the end of each round made it

clear to them that they had to change their prices or offerings in order to be able to

make non-negative profits.16 As Fig. 3 illustrates, not only did the transaction prices

converge, but the posted prices of each seller converged to the equilibrium

prediction as well.

Figure 3 also indicates that the average sale price for Service A is below the

separating equilibrium price in many of the early rounds. This would lead to

negative expected profits for a firm if it were playing a separating strategy. But if it

were playing a pooling strategy and expected the other firms to do the same, the

prices observed in the early rounds would lead to positive expected profits. This

indicates that some firms attempted to play a pooling strategy in the early rounds,

but competition from other firms who were able to attract low cost customers to

Service B left them with negative profits and an incentive both to increase the price

of Service A and to move to a separating strategy.
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Round
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5
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4
5
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Posted Price B
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Sale Price B
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1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 23 25 27 29

Round

Fig. 3 Average posted price and average sale price for service A and B in separating treatment sessions

16 In fact, most of the variation in profits between the participants was due to differences in pricing

strategies in the early rounds.
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A comparison of the three separating treatment sessions indicates that there was

not a statistically significant difference among the sessions, and thus among the

player cohorts in these sessions. Table 2 presents t-tests for the following

hypotheses: H01: ls1 = ls2, H02: ls2 = ls3 and H03: ls1 = ls3 where lsi is the

proportion of transaction prices in session Si, i = 1,2,3, that are equilibrium prices.

The statistics are based on the last 5 rounds, the last 15 rounds, and all 30 rounds. As

the p-values in Table 2 indicate, there was no difference between any of the three

separating treatment sessions at the 10% significance level.

Figure 4 summarizes the posted prices and selling prices in the pooling treatment

sessions, P1, P2 and P3. A sale price of zero for a service in Fig. 4 represents the

Table 1 Proportion of markets

with separating equilibrium in

sessions 1–3 (k = 1/2)

Round Proportion of markets with separating equilibrium

Session 1 Session 2 Session 3

1 0 0 0.33

2 0 0 0

3 0.17 0 0.17

4 0.17 0 0.17

5 0.33 0.5 0.33

6 0.5 0.17 0.17

7 0.67 0.17 0.33

8 0.83 0.33 0.83

9 0.83 0.67 0.5

10 1 1 0.5

11 0.83 1 0.67

12 0.83 0.83 0.83

13 0.67 1 0.83

14 0.67 0.67 1

15 1 1 1

16 0.83 0.83 1

17 1 1 1

18 0.67 0.83 1

19 1 0.83 0.83

20 1 1 1

21 1 1 1

22 1 1 1

23 1 1 1

24 1 1 1

25 1 1 1

26 1 1 0.83

27 0.83 1 0.83

28 1 1 1

29 1 1 1

30 1 1 1
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case where no buyers purchased that service. The equilibrium prediction is for

Service A to be sold at 2 and Service B not to be offered at all. We anticipated that

obtaining the equilibrium outcome in the pooling treatment sessions would be more

complicated than the separating treatment sessions; in the separating treatment

sessions the competition among the sellers forced them to price each service at its

cost where the only critical question was whether they would be selling each service

to the buyer type to which they intended to sell. The pooling equilibrium, on the

other hand, requires at least one seller to realize that if all sellers offered both of the

services, then s/he could profit from offering Service A only at such a price that

would attract all buyers of both types. However, s/he also must realize that if s/he

offers Service A only and prices it with the expectation that all buyer types would

buy it, s/he runs the risk that some other seller’s price for Service B may attract all

the low cost buyers, and as a result s/he may end up selling to high cost buyers only

and incurring a loss.

Table 2 Statistical tests for session effects for the separating treatmenta

Dependent Variable Observations Proportion of equilibrium

outcomes

p-valueb

Proportion of markets with Separating

Equilibrium in Session S1

30 .967

90 .956

180 .761

Proportion of markets with Separating

Equilibrium in Session S2

30 1.00

90 .967

180 .728

Proportion of markets with Separating

Equilibrium in Session S3

30 .933

90 .967

180 .739

Difference in Proportions

(Session S1 – Session S2)

.317

.704

.472

Difference in proportions

(Session S1 – Session S3)

.549

.704

.631

Difference in proportions

(Session S2 – Session S3)

.150

1.00

.816

Using data from last 5 rounds

Using data from last 15 rounds

using data from all rounds
a These are t-tests with the null hypothesis that the Proportion of equilibrium prices is the same in both

sessions
b The reported p-values reflect the probability of a deviation from zero more extreme than the observed

deviation, when the null hypothesis is true
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The more complicated nature of the pooling sessions can be seen in the posted

prices in Fig. 4. Since the average price for B is calculated using only prices at

which B was offered (i.e., not including ‘‘x’’ choices by sellers) the average posted

prices for B on the figure capture only those which are not ‘‘x’’ choices (recall that if

all prices in a round are ‘‘x’’, then the average price in the figures appears as zero for

that round). Note that not all the posted prices converged to the equilibrium.17

However, a great majority of transactions were in line with the equilibrium

prediction. As displayed in Table 3, in 6 of the last 10 rounds of Session P1 and in 7

of the last 10 rounds of Session P3, all the Service A units were sold at the

equilibrium price of 2 and Service B was not sold at all. The results of Session P2

were weaker; in only 3 of the last 10 rounds, the observed behavior was entirely in

line with the equilibrium prediction.
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Fig. 4 Average posted price and average sale price for service A and B in pooling treatment sessions

17 It should be pointed out that 87% of posted price pairs in the last 5 rounds of the pooling sessions were

equilibrium prices. If a seller offers Service B at a high enough price at which no buyer type would buy it

(e.g., if the difference between his/her price for Service A and Service B is less than 1.5 or if his/her price

for B exceeds 13.7), then this would effectively mean that s/he did not want to sell Service B. Therefore,

we include prices of 2 for A and[ .5 for B as equilibrium posted prices.
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It is important to note that the divergence of some of the transactions from the

equilibrium prediction in the pooling sessions were mostly with respect to the price

of Service A, not with respect to ‘‘pooling.’’ As Table 3 shows, with the exception

of a single round in Session P1, each transaction in each of the last 10 rounds of

every session involved a pooling outcome where only Service A was sold. The

discrepancy between the two columns of Table 3, ‘‘Proportion Of Markets With

Pooling Outcomes’’ and ‘‘Proportion Of Markets With Pooling Equilibrium

Table 3 Proportion of markets with pooling outcomes and proportion of markets with pooling

equilibrium outcomes in sessions 4–6 (k = 1/4)

Round Proportion of markets with pooling

outcomes

Proportion of markets with pooling equilibrium

outcomes

Session 4 Session 5 Session 6 Session 4 Session 5 Session 6

1 1 0 1 0.17 0 0.17

2 1 0.33 1 0.17 0.17 0.33

3 1 0.33 1 0.67 0 0.17

4 0.83 0.5 1 0.17 0 0.5

5 1 0.33 1 0.5 0 0.5

6 1 0.5 0.83 0.83 0.17 0.5

7 1 0.67 1 0.5 0.17 0.33

8 1 0.17 1 0.67 0 1

9 1 0.17 1 0.5 0 1

10 1 0.33 1 1 0.17 0.83

11 1 0.33 1 1 0.17 0.5

12 1 0.67 1 0.67 0 0.83

13 1 0.33 1 0.83 0.17 0.5

14 1 0.67 1 1 0 0.83

15 0.83 0.83 1 0.67 0 1

16 1 1 1 0.83 0 1

17 1 0.83 1 1 0.17 1

18 1 0.83 1 1 0.17 0.83

19 1 1 1 0.83 0.33 1

20 1 1 1 0.83 0.33 1

21 1 1 1 1 0.5 1

22 1 1 1 1 0.33 0.83

23 1 1 1 0.83 0.67 1

24 1 1 1 0.83 0.83 1

25 1 1 1 0.83 1 1

26 1 1 1 1 1 1

27 1 1 1 1 0.67 1

28 1 1 1 1 0.67 1

29 0.83 1 1 0.83 1 0.83

30 1 1 1 1 0.67 0.83
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Outcomes,’’ is due to the fact that a few of the selling prices for Service A were

different than 2. The typical deviation was to the price of 1.9, which indicates an

attempt by some sellers to capture the whole market, albeit at a loss.

We attribute the high percentage of pooling equilibrium outcomes in sessions P1-

P3, in spite of the complicated nature of the game, again to the power of

competition. It is not trivial for subjects to figure out that offering Service A only at

a certain price will gain him/her the whole market. However, all it takes for a market

to realize this is for one seller in that market to discover this opportunity. Once a

seller in a market steals all the buyers by offering a pooling contract, the other

sellers realize that they will have to offer a similar contract. Eventually, all sellers

start offering the equilibrium contract.

There was a session effect between Session P2 and the sessions P1 and P3. As

reported in Table 4, Session P2 was significantly different than Session P1 in the

last 5, last 15, and all rounds, and it was significantly different than Session P3 in the

Table 4 Statistical tests for session effects for the pooling treatmenta

Dependent variable Observations Proportion of equilibrium

outcomes

p-valueb

Proportion of markets with Pooling

Equilibrium in Session P1

30 .967

90 .922

180 .778

Proportion of markets with Pooling

Equilibrium in Session P2

30 .800

90 .556

180 .311

Proportion of markets with Pooling

Equilibrium in Session P3

30 .933

90 .956

180 .778

Difference in proportions

(Session P1 – Session P2)

.044

.000

.000

Difference in proportions

(Session P1 – Session P3)

.548

.342

1.00

Difference in proportions

(Session P2 – Session P3)

.130

.000

.000

Using data from last 5 rounds

Using data from last 15 rounds

Using data from all rounds
a These are t-tests with the null hypothesis that the Proportion of equilibrium prices is the same in both

sessions
b The reported p-values reflect the probability of a deviation from zero more extreme than the observed

deviation, when the null hypothesis is true
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last 15 rounds and in all rounds. Session P1 and P3 did not exhibit significant

differences.

Our last test deals with the main objective of the experiment: would a change in

the proportion of high cost and low cost buyers induce a change in the pricing

strategies of the sellers? The instructions we used for the separating and pooling

sessions were identical except for the line where we changed the number of high

cost buyers from 60 to 30 and the number of low cost buyers from 60 to 90. Table 5

confirms what has already become clear from Figs. 1 and 2; there was a significant

change in the proportion of times the observed prices were a separating equilibrium

outcome as we changed the proportion of high cost buyers from 2 to 3. The

proportion of separating equilibrium outcomes in the last 15 rounds dropped from

near 1 in sessions S1, S2 and S3 to near 0 in sessions P1, P2 and P3.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we conduct an experimental test of a parameterized version of the

Rothschild-Stiglitz screening model. Our focus is on the strategic behavior of firms

with the option to offer menus of contracts to screen buyers by risk type. Our results

provide striking evidence of screening behavior by sellers. In the first three sessions

of our experiment the proportion of high risk buyers is such that a separating Nash

equilibrium exists. In each of these sessions, almost all of the markets have the

separating equilibrium in the last 10 rounds. Sellers in our experiment screen high

risk and low risk buyers as well as price both the full coverage and partial coverage

contracts at their equilibrium levels. In the three remaining sessions the proportion

of high risks is increased sufficiently such that the equilibrium is a pooling

equilibrium with only the full coverage contract being offered. Again, the observed

Table 5 A comparison of the separating and pooling sessionsa

Round(s) Observations

Per Treatment

Number (proportion)

of separating equilibrium

outcomes in P1 + P2 + P3

Number (proportion) of

separating equilibrium

outcomes S1 + S2 + S3

p-valueb

1–5 90 1 (.01) 13 (.14) 0

6–10 90 6 (.07) 51 (.57) 0

11–15 90 8 (.09) 77 (.86) 0

16–20 90 0 (0.0) 83 (.92) 0

21–25 90 0 (0.0) 90 (1.0) 0

26–30 90 0 (0.0) 87 (.97) 0

16–30 270 0 (0.0) 260 (.96) 0

1–30 540 15 (.03) 401 (.74) 0

30 18 0 (0.0) 18 (1.0) 0

a These are t-tests with the null hypothesis that the Proportion of separating equilibrium prices is the

same in sessions S1 + S2 + S3 and P1 + P2 + P3
b The reported p-values reflect the probability of a deviation from zero more extreme than the observed

deviation, when the null hypothesis is true
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behavior converges to the equilibrium prediction, although at a slower rate than it

did in the three separating equilibrium sessions.

We attribute these results to the competitive structure of our experimental design.

Attempts by some sellers to play non-equilibrium strategies in early rounds

ultimately yielded either negative profits or a lack of customers. Competition not

only drove prices to their competitive levels, but also induced firms to play the

equilibrium strategy of separating or pooling.

Our results provide strong support for screening behavior by sellers in an

asymmetric information environment. Although stylized laboratory markets do not

necessarily reflect what happens in richer natural contexts, the strength of our results

indicate that natural environments may exist where the R-S model can predict

behavior.

In our experiment, the sellers choose which of the two coverage levels to offer

and at what prices. An alternative experiment for future research would involve

allowing sellers to choose from a large set of coverage levels as well as price levels.

Given that this is likely to result in a wide range of coverage and price offerings by

firms, the buyer’s problem may be less trivial. Hence, it would also be useful to

replace automated buyers with subjects who play the role of buyers. This would

require sellers to make conjectures about the behavior of buyers as well as the

behavior of other sellers. This would also allow for the possibility that social

considerations such as fairness and reciprocity would influence players’ decisions.

Another extension would include altering the information feedback in the

experiment to give an opportunity for the emergence of coalition strategies. An

additional possible extension would be to alter the incentive scheme such that

subjects’ compensation would depend on their absolute point earnings, rather than

on relative point earnings. Although such an alteration of the incentive scheme

would not alter the theoretical predictions, it may have an impact on observed

behavior.
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